
Moon Lake Outfitters Ltd.
P.O. Box 33155 , Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 6S1

Ph: (867) 456-4553 or Phone/Fax; (867) 456-4551
E-mail: info@moonlakeoutfitters.com

Recommended items to bring

Clothing
1x warm coat (soft + quiet material, earth type colors for maximal hunting success )
2x fleece jacket or sweater
3x hunting (outdoor) shirts
2x pair of pants (soft + quiet for optimal hunting success, no gore-tex)
2x med. weight long underwear (poly prop. type)
1x warm hat with earflaps
7x pair of warm socks
7x pair of light socks
1x pair of mountain hiking boots (broken in well)
1x pair of camp shoes 
1x set of good raingear (jacket and pants, as quite as possible.  Earth colors recommended)
1x pair of warm gloves
1x pair of work gloves (hand protection while hiking)

personal items

Gear
1x frame backpack
1x warm sleeping bag (light weight, down comfort zone 15 F)
1x liner for sleeping bag (optional)
1x hunting knife
1x small flash light (spare batteries)
1x camera, lots of film
1x waterproof matches, lighter

personal medication
insect repellent
spare prescription glasses, sun glasses
sun block, lip balm

1x hunting rifle with scope and soft case (rifle sighted in at 200 yards)
2x boxes of ammunition
1x cartridge carrier (for belt)
1x pair of binoculars

Maximum weight of luggage should not exceed 70 lbs.
Use 2 medium size duffle bags (not suitcases)

Be prepared for a wide range of weather conditions. Average temperatures range from:
May 70 F (+20 C) to lows of 20 F (-7 C) at night.
August 77 F (+25 C) to lows of 30 F (-2 C) at night.
September 60 F (+15 C) to 20 F (-5 C) at night - with chances of snow.
October 50 F (+10 C) to 10 F (-10 C) at night - with chances of snow
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